OPTICAL STORAGE TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION

DISCLOSURE REGARDING PROPRIETARY FEATURES IN SPECIFICATIONS

Optical Storage Technology Association ("OSTA") has adopted a Policy Regarding Proprietary Features in Specifications (the "Policy"). A copy of the Policy is available on OSTA's Web site or upon request to the President of OSTA. Pursuant to the Policy, the holder of a proprietary feature for inclusion in an OSTA specification must notify the Chairperson of the OSTA committee considering the specification in writing at the time such holder becomes aware of the existence of the proprietary feature in the specification. The purpose of this form is to provide such disclosure. Please complete this form and deliver it to the Chairperson of the OSTA Committee considering the specification.

Specification Involved: UDF

OSTA Committee(s) Considering the Specification: File Interchange Committee

Brief Description of Patent or Other Intellectual Property Right and the Portion of the Specification Affected Thereby:

CROSS LINK METHOD ON FILE STRUCTURE

Name of Holder of Patent or Other Intellectual Property Right:

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd

Name and Contact Information for Representative of Holder of Patent or Other Intellectual Property Right:

Mr. Yoshiko Gotch, Storage Media Systems Development Center
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Yoshikazu Fuchishima

(Signature)

Director (Professional AV Systems Business Unit)

Title
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Date